As pulsed-power systems used to drive EM launchers evolve from laboratory to operational environments, high- Figure 1(a) , where the diode is directly across the reverse current, and reverse recovery charge.
timevaryng esisancetha depnds n te soid-sate sinusoidal rise to peak current, followed by an exponential time-varying resistance that depends on the solid-state dea. Th nta ato h ulei h euto h deic prprte an oprtn cici paaees The decay. The initial part of the pulse iS the result of the .inforoneeded oto nstructthis moel. cn e charged capacitor discharging through an underdamped, exormactefom tedevitocndtasheet or mob ed fro te series, RLC circuit. At However, because of unavoidable stray In capacitor-based pulsed power circuits used to drive inductance between the capacitor and the diode, and railguns, the large energy store is normally divided into because of thyristor reverse recovery behavior; there is a modules. Groups of these modules are sequentially possibility for the generation of significant and potentially switched into the launcher to tailor pulse shape and damaging transient voltages across the thyristor. Proper amplitude. Figure 1 Figure 3 , which represents the module circuit constant, t, derived from the specific device properties during reverse recovery.
[1]. Two dl/dt-dependent parameters, peak reverse dt t gies ameasre o howquikly he rvers curent C is the energy storage capacitor, and V0 is the negative voltage on the capacitor resulting from the reverse decays back to zero, and iS a function of the device codcinnthitevlporo1fbigrahd.Ls the stray inductance between the switch and the capacitor, device data sheet. This also allows easy extrapolation of and Ia is the reverse current from 1ff forward. The recovery these curves to higher dl/dt outside of the data specified, current can be modeled as a decaying exponential of the which is normally required when these devices are used in form shown below [1] . railgun pulsed power applications. As shown in Figure 5 , -t a power-type curve fit achieves a good match to the data. -wData (A)) selected circuit is that of a capacitor-store railgun module with the diode on the load side of the switch. Since, in 10 this particular circuit, the diode does not experience 1.OE+06 1.OE+07 1.OE+08 1.OE+09 reverse recovery, only the thyristor switch was modeled using the variable resistor. This circuit, shown in Figure   4 , models a thyristor switch composed of two series ABB Figure 5 . Curve fit to Irr for ABB 5STP-26N6500 5STP-26N6500 devices. Parallel resistor R23 represents thyristor. static sharing resistors. Figure 6 shows a set of waveforms generated by this SCR circuit simulation. Figure 6( gives the recovery charge, Qr, and this value should match the initially selected Q,. Figure 6( Figure 6 shows the impact of varying the stray inductance between the capacitor and the thyristor. Thyristor and diode currents along with capacitor and thyristor voltages are displayed for stray inductance values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 mH. This inductance is controlled by the geometry of the buswork, and is therefore driven by component layout. Increasing inductance results in longer fall times in thyristor current, and consequently lower dI/dt. This leads to lower 1,f and Q1, values, higher capacitor reverse voltages, and, not necessarily intuitive, larger transient voltage pulsed on the thyristor voltage. Overall this example analysis indicates that it is advantageous to reduce this stray inductance.
V. SUMMARY
A rectifier circuit model was developed that includes reverse recovery behavior. This model was implemented and demonstrated for a commercial high-power thyristor in a typical railgun pulsed-power circuit. The two main advantages of this modeling approach are: (1) the ability model both forward conduction and reverse recovery in a
